We developed standard cell libraries for three technologies(130, 180 and 350nm) 
Introduction
With technology advance, design rules for layout pattern have been complicated. Life cycle of manufacturing technology, however, is getting shorter, and design time for library design must be shortened. Although layout generation of standard cells has been studied so far, we must continuously improve layout generation tools to catch up complicated design rules. Accordingly, manual design is still done in many fabs.
In current SoC/ASIC designs, cell-base design methodology is widely used. High-quality cell libraries are crucial for designing high-performance circuits. Recently cellbase design with various driving strength cells is discussed and it is found that a rich library in driving strength improves circuit performance close to transistor-level optimized circuits [1, 2, 3] . Increasing the cell variation demands automatic cell generation with dense layout density. Recently surrounding layout pattern affects transistor characteristics due to OPC and layout density variation, and hence predictable layout generation is crucial, because no one is sure about the transistor characteristics in a novel layout.
We have developed a cell layout generation tool called VARDS that is based on symbolic layout method [1] . VARDS can tune transistor sizes inside a cell flexibly while keeping the benefit of symbolic layout method. VARDS can generate the variety in driving strength easily, still though the generated cell layout is predictable.
In this paper, we describe the cell layout generation that can cope with phase shift mask and difference between transistor pitch and wire pitch. These two issues are not unusual in VDSM technologies, and hence automatic cell generator must handle these issues. We also report the developed standard cell libraries including a plenty of driving strength variation for 130, 180 and 350nm technologies. The functionalities of there libraries are verified by the measurement of the fabricated chips. The libraries are widely used in Japanese educational organizations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, cell layout generation is explained. Section 3 describes the detail of the developed libraries, and Section 4 explains the library verification on the fabricated chips. Section 5 concludes the discussion.
Layout generation system: VARDS
We have developed a cell layout generation system, which is called VARDS [1] , and improve it for VDSM library generation. VARDS generates cell layouts from gridbase symbolic layouts [4] managing design rules. Given process-independent symbolic layouts, design rules in manufacturing process, a map file that describes restriction of gate width, for example, VARDS generates physical layouts in GDSII or CIF format that satisfy design rules (Fig. 1) Thanks to symbolic layout based system, the generated cell layouts are predictable when transistor sizes inside a cell are changed, whereas cell generators whose input files are SPICE netlists sometimes generate totally different cell layouts even with small difference in transistor sizes. Also, VARDS can easily generate the cell layout whose height is different, and tune transistor sizes inside a cell. Symbolic layout methods have a good feature of predictable layout generation. In VDSM technologies, manufacturing variability based on layout pattern is getting significant. The predictable cell layout helps to control manufacturing variability and contributes design for manufacturability.
The fourth and fifth features are mainly developed and implemented to generate cell libraries in VDSM technologies of 0.13 and 0.18µm. These features are explained in the following sections.
Symbolic layout

Symbolic object and symbolic design rule
Symbolic layouts are created by placing symbolic objects on virtual grid under a virtual design rule called symbolic design rule. We hereafter call this virtual grid as a cell grid. A symbolic object is a symbolized layout primitive, which has geometric information such as attributes and size of layer, figure type and so on. The cell grid is a grid defined such that it corresponds to the pitch on the physical layout.
A symbolic design rule consists of a spacing rule between symbolic objects and a region where a symbolic object is allowed to place. VARDS calculates grid spacings which meet a spacing rule between symbolic objects, and selects the largest spacing as a pitch of the physical layout. It is common for P&R tools to perform routing based on a routing grid defined by interconnect pitches. Thus the height and the width of standard cell layout should be multiple of the routing pitches.
Cell layout
A cell layout generated by VARDS is a one-dimensional transistor placement style. Each cell layout has two transistor regions, which are a p-transistor region and an ntransistor region. A p-transistor region is upper in a cell (a) graphic view Fig. 2 (b) express the placement coordinate. There are coordinates represented not by numbers but by labels in Fig. 2 (b) . These are hierarchical grids. A hierarchical virtual grid on transistor is especially called MOSGRID. A transistor has three coordinates, TOP, MIDDLE, and BOTTOM. MOSGRID will be explained in the next section. 
Tunability in transistor widths inside a cell
Conventional symbolic layout methods can not assign transistor widths flexibly. VARDS introduce a hierarchical grid system in order to tune transistor width flexibly while keeping the features of predictable and fast layout generation.
Symbolic layout methods generate layouts according to the cell grid, and the cell grid usually corresponds to the minimum transistor pitch. In the upper case of Fig. 3 , the transistor width is decided by the grid pitch conventionally. Extending transistor widths can be done by increasing the grid pitch in transistor region. However, when reducing transistor widths, the simple decrease of the grid pitch causes a design rule violation. It is impossible to reduce transistor widths while keeping the cell height.
VARDS then introduces a virtual grid that is hierarchically defined over the ordinal cell grid of symbolic layout, which enables transistor downsizing with the cell height unchanged. Especially, the hierarchical virtual grid on MOS-FETS is called "MOSGRID". MOSGRID is mapped into the cell grid of symbolic layout according to the given transistor width, and then the cell grid is translated into the actual coordinates (See the lower figure in Fig. 3 ). Thanks to the two-step hierarchical translation, the objects expressed using MOS grid are placed properly, because the actual coordinates are not fixed in the symbolic layout.
Phase shift mask
Phase shift mask is to change the phase of light that goes through a mask. Exploiting the interference of the 180 degree phase shifted light, the effective resolution of layout pattern can be improved. Currently the technique of phase shift mask is commonly used. Figure 4 shows examples of layouts with phase shift mask. The boundary of phase shift mask is placed at the center of gate poly, and the phase is changed alternately. Generally, there are layout patterns that phase shift mask can not apply, and hence we must design symbolic layouts that phase shift mask can be placed. In the right example of Fig. 4 , phase shift mask can not apply the part of the horizontal interconnection.
In the cells such that a set of PMOS and NMOS is connected with a straight line, we should generate a rectangular phase shift mask. However, in complex cells such as flip-flops, a set of PMOS and NMOS is not necessarily connected with a straight line and then a simple rectangular phase shift mask may cause a design rule violation (Fig. 5) . We hence improve VARDS such that a polygonal phase shift mask can be generated according to the shape of poly interconnects. When there is a horizontal poly interconnection, phase shift mask needs to be placed on the poly interconnect, and we improve VARDS to place phase shift mask in that way.
Mismatch between transistor pitch and wire pitch
In recent technologies, there are processes whose transistor pitch, that is the distance between source contact and drain contact, and wire pitch. Conventional symbolic layout methods assume that interconnect pitch and transistor pitch are the same, and hence minimum interconnect pitch can not be utilized ( Fig. 6(a) ; wire pitch is smaller than transistor pitch). In order to enable routing with the minimum wire pitch, we improve VARDS such that terminals are placed on wire tracks by off-grid processing ( Fig. 6(b) ).
In the description of symbolic layouts, we specify the object position such that the values on X axis and Y axes in the cell grid, such as 2.0,2.0 are given. We add a suffix of R, L, C to the X axis value and a suffix of U, D, C to the Y axis value in order to place terminals on the neighboring wire tracks. For example, when the description of 2.0R,2.0U is given, the terminal position should be on the intersection of the right vertical wire track adjacent to X=2.0 and the upper horizontal wire track adjacent to Y=2.0. The suffix of C means the nearest position on the wire track. When we move the terminal position simply, a design rule violation to neighboring interconnects may occur. Therefore when the suffix of C is given, we first check if a design rule violation occurs, and we move the terminal when no design rule violations happen. When a design rule occurs, we will try another candidate.
We assign proper suffix in the description of symbolic layout according to cell layout, and then we can place input and output terminals on wire track automatically.
Developed standard cell libraries
This section describes the cell libraries generated by VARDS. Table 1 is the same. For 0.13µm process, we generate only basic cells, and the number of cells is 38. The principal features of our libraries are:
• The driving strength range is wide from x0.5 to x16 and it advances the flexibility to various, load conditions, i.e. very small load to huge #fanout load, which is essential and indispensable requirement for high-performance circuits, especially in DSM technologies [3] .
• Small driving cells(x0.5) is so effective to reduce power dissipation [2] . Small increase step in driving strength enables fine tuning in delay and power optimization.
• Two types of high-driving strength cells are prepared: one is composed by parallel cells and suitable for highspeed design. The other is constructed in the seriallyconnected structure with a tapering ratio and it is desirable to compact and low-power design.
• The variety in functionality is not so large, because a compact set is good enough for circuit design [3, 5] . We choose the necessary and sufficient variety in functionality shown in Table 1 from both the point of circuit performance and reducing library development cost.
The cell height and PMOS/NMOS ratio, which are the basic specification of standard cell libraries, are shown in Table 2 . We develop high-speed and low-power libraries for 0.13 and 0.35µm processes whose cell heights are different. The cell height of the high-performance(HP) library is fourteen interconnect pitches and that of the low-power(LP) library is nine interconnect pitches.
We show the basic performance of the developed 0.35µm libraries in Table 3 . To make a comparison, Table 3 From the left, DFP010 in 0.18µm process, AOI21P010 with  different cell heights in 0.35µm process, and DFRP 010 in 0.13µm process. lists the performance of the library generated by a commercial module generator(MG Lib.) and that of the commercial library special to its process (Fab Lib.). The information of Fab Lib. is restricted, then the only parameters we know are listed. Our layout generation tool VARDS can cope with the difference between wiring and transistor pitches, and hence the interconnect pitches of the developed libraries is the same with Fab Lib.. Also the area of D flip-flop with reset is the same with that of Fab Lib., which reveals that the layout density of our library is so competitive. Table 3 also shows the delay difference between HP and LP libraries. The difference in the case of FO1 comes from PMOS/NMOS ratio, and the delay difference in the case of 200µm-length interconnect load reveals that HP library is effective to reduce delay in large-scale high-speed designs.
To demonstrate performance difference between HP and LP libraries, we design a 32-bit RISC processor core using the 0.35µm libraries. The design constraints are 100MHz and 130MHz, and we compare delay, circuit area, and the sum of transistor widths, where the sum of transistor widths directly corresponds to power consumption. The circuit is designed by a commercial logic synthesis tool and a P&R tool. After P&R, we tune driving strength of each instance according to the P&R results. The results are shown in Table 4. In the case of 100MHz design, our library reduces area by 6% and total transistor width(power dissipation) by 25%. HP library realizes 130MHz design, although LP and MG Libs. can not satisfy design constraints. We also design a DCT circuit [6] . Figure 8 shows the delay and area tread-off. HP library provides the fastest circuit implementation, whereas the circuit area of LP library is the minimum, which are the results we expected. Circuit designers can choose a suitable library according to required circuit performance.
HP Lib. LP Lib. 
Verification
We design TEG circuits to verify our libraries for every process. The chip micro-graphs are shown in Fig. 9 . The TEG circuits consist of two groups: one is to verify logical function, and the other is to evaluate cell delay. The TEG chip of 0.13µm process aims only to evaluate cell delay. We first explain TEG for logical verification. We construct chains that consist of serially-connected combinational cells and check whether signal transition propagates through the chain, where the input pins except the pin we want to examine are fixed to high or low such that the signal transition will occur. The designed circuit covers all combinational cells and its all input-output combinations. Flip-flops(DFP040, DFRP040, DFSRP040, DFNP040, DFNRP040, DFNSRP040) are examined solely, i.e. all input signals are given independently and observe their outputs. We build dividers using the rest of FFs and check the divider behavior. Tri-state buffers and inverters are tested whether enable inputs allow/stop signal propagation. As for cell delay evaluation, we construct ring oscillators using basic combinational cells and evaluate those oscillation frequency.
The library TEG chips of 0.18µm and 0.35µm processes are measured by HP83000 LSI tester. We confirm that all combinational cells and FFs work correctly. We also observe that cell delay of basic combinational cells is within process variation range that is announced from Fabs.. The chip of 0.13µm technology is measured using a probe card with twelve needles. We confirm that the measured cell delay and power dissipation are close to the simulation results.
Conclusion
This paper describes the automatic generation of standard cell layouts in VDSM technologies. We improve the generator so as to cope with phase shift mask and mismatch between transistor and wire pitches. We also developed standard cell libraries that are rich in driving strength for 0.35µm, 0.18µm, 0.13µ processes. The developed libraries are competitive in layout density, and the libraries of 0.35 and 0.18µm are currently used in the periodic fabrication service for Japanese universities.
